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FORMER BORDER PATROL CHIEFS JOIN IN NO CONFIDENCE OF UPPER MANAGEMENT
Brunswick GA – 28/8/2010 – Recently, the Union representing Border Patrol Agents joined the one representing ICE Agents in stating
they have no confidence in the current DHS & ICE upper management. Now the Association of Former Border Patrol Officers has
stated their support of the two union’s positions.
The Nat’l Association of Former Border patrol Officers, or NAFBPO (www.nafbpo.org) strongly believes that with illegal aliens
entrenched in every single state of our nation, interior enforcement of our Immigration laws is woefully lacking. This has been caused
by a lack of resources, and continues to worsen under faulty operational policies and a non-willingness by upper management to
enforce existing Immigration laws.
NAFBPO is adamant there are two primary tasks that must be accomplished to improve our system for legal Immigration while
eliminating the blight of illegal Immigration. These are a secured border and strong interior enforcement. NAFBPO’S collective
experience in dealing with border and Immigration matters, as well as an institutional knowledge dating back over a half century
leads us to emphatically state that without these two tasks being implemented successfully, Immigration control will never be
possible. Buck Brandemuehl, retired Chief of the Border Patrol and a founder of NAFBPO says “The U.S. has reached a critical
crossroads in dealing with the illegal alien problem. This problem must be addressed now, as it is strangling our democracy and
threatening our national security.”
There are a number of steps required in addressing the two essential tasks. In the near future, NAFBPO will be posting a
comprehensive Immigration enforcement and reform proposal setting forth those steps, which if implemented collectively, will
provide a common sense Solution to illegal l Immigration, and a return to the rule of law.
NAFBPO is the National Association of Former Border Patrol Officers, an organization advocating for increased homeland security
through a controlled border, and effective Immigration enforcement. In 2006, a group of retired Border patrol Chiefs and Agents
formed NAFBPO in order to use our collective knowledge and experience to educate America to the realities of border and
Immigration issues, while actively working for no amnesty and for effective Immigration reform. One of the our most effective
tools is the M3 Report, a collection of translated Spanish-language news media from south of the border. This free report is often
quoted
by
Legislators
and
news
media.
To
subscribe
to
this
free
report,
go
to
http://feedburner.google.com/fb/a/mailverify?uri=wordpress/m3report

